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sapphire

lemongrass

riviera diplomat blue

poseidon cyan

sky* pacific

shore* 

schooner

parrot

apricot campfire* 

arugula* lapis plum

vivid punch**fuchsia

st. john blueberry* 

chamois papyrus cave sable 

ebony charcoal 

pecan curry 

salt*

arctic timberwolf granite 

Sewn Colors

paprika

indigosky blue

hazelnut

amethyst

tawny

blackdriftwood

Formed Colors

Ultraleather®Dauphine
* Ultraleather Pro features Ultrafabric’s Ink & Stain Resistant solution which repels stubborn stains, while inherent EPA-registered antimicrobial technology inhibits 
the growth of bacteria and other surface pathogens. ** Color inspired by Pantone’s Color of the Year 2023, Viva Magenta — 18-1750 and used with the permission 
of Pantone LLC — Exclusive for A-dec in the dental market.



Timberwolf
Sewn upholstery is 100% PVC free. Ultrafabrics are SCS Indoor Advantage  
Gold Certified. For more information, visit ultrafabricsinc.com.

Driftwood
  Formed upholstery is a product of Morbern. For more information,  

visit morbern.com. 

Glue AreaGlue Area

Formed Upholstery Sewn Upholstery

A-dec® 300 and A-dec 400 style A-dec 300 and A-dec 400 styleA-dec 500 style (F02) A-dec 500 style (S02)



  
The colors and products shown may vary from the actual materials and are subject to change 
without notice. Please see your authorized A-dec dealer for accurate color samples and the 
most current product information.

Those trademarks followed by ® are registered trademarks of A-dec, Inc. in the United States 
and may also be trademarks or registered trademarks in other countries.

Ultrafabrics and logo, and Ultraleather are registered trademarks of Ultrafabrics Inc.

PANTONE and the PANTONE Window Design are trademarks of Pantone LLC in the United States 
and/or in other countries. © Pantone LLC, 2023. All rights reserved.

Morbern, Inc. is a registered trademark. All other products or services mentioned in this 
document are covered by the trademarks, service marks, or product names designated by the 
companies marketing those products.
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Tel: 1.800.225.010 within AUS
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A-dec China
Tel: 400.600.5434 within CN
Tel: +86.571.89026088 outside CN
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Tel: 0800.233285 within UK
Tel: +44.(0).24.7635.0901 outside UK

Dream in true color.
With so many options to create the environment of your dreams, A-dec’s larger, 6" x 6" 
samples let you experience our soft, luxurious sewn or sleek, formed upholstery in true color.

We’re always trying to keep up with the latest colors and availability, so 
be sure to check out the most up-to-date options and order your 6" x 6" 
samples at a-dec.com/color.

Color of the Year — Now  
available in your operatory.
A collaboration with worldwide color standard 
leader Pantone and innovative fabric company 
Ultrafabrics® brings Vivid Punch, the vibrant 
and dynamic shade inspired by Pantone® Color 
of the Year 2023 Viva Magenta, to the dental 
environment.

New for the operatory. Exclusively through A-dec.**



Formed Upholstery Sewn Upholstery

Timberwolf
Sewn upholstery is 100% PVC free. Ultrafabrics are SCS Indoor Advantage  
Gold Certified. For more information, visit ultrafabricsinc.com.

Driftwood
  Formed upholstery is a product of Morbern. For more information,  

visit morbern.com. 


